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ABOUT US
MISSION

HISTORY

The Minga Foundation partners with individuals
and community-based organizations in
underserved communities to improve
socioeconomic conditions and health equity.
Through collaborative and respectful partnerships,
we build capacity, create and strengthen
networks, and provide resources based on locallyidentified needs. Our goal is to empower those
seeking a healthier future for their communities.

The Minga Foundation was first established in
2003 to support a comprehensive health project
in a remote, tropical region of northwest Ecuador.
Initially, the Minga Foundation (previously known
as FHN USA) collaborated with partner non-profit
organizations in the United Kingdom (FHN UK)
and Germany (FHN Germany) to provide capacity
building and financial assistance to El Subcentro
de Salud de La Y del Páramo (or Subcentro) and
its various outreach programs.

VISION
We envision a world where all communities are
able to improve their own health and wellbeing.

In 2010, we officially separated from FHN, and
have since grown Minga to focus on multifaceted
partnerships grounded in community energy to serve
disenfranchised communities around the world.

HOW WE OPERATE
Community mobilization is at the heart of our
vision at the Minga Foundation. We believe that
genuinely transformative development occurs
through strong communities and advocacy
networks; indeed, the old notion of development
as an ‘external intervention’ is a contradiction in
terms.

We partner with communities that have identified
a local need. While the community leads the
project, we provide funding and resources to
build the community’s internal capacity to sustain
and expand their efforts. We also connect our
partners with other communities, partners, and
agencies in their region and around the world who
can share learning and expertise.

That’s why we focus on community organizations
with strong mobilizing potential and truly
grassroots perspectives. These organizations are
missed by large donor agencies and foundations.
Although many have impressive track records,
they lack the capacity to secure support from
domestic and international donors; and without
that support they cannot develop the very
capacity they lack. Enter the Minga Foundation.
www.mingafoundation.org
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KEY STRATEGIES

» COLLABORATION
In order to move beyond White saviorism
and false participation, we need to challenge
not only our own mindsets and empower
our partners to be themselves rather than
performing for us. We strive for honest and
transparent relationships with our partners.

» CAPACITY
BUILDING

A key part of our contribution is nonmonetary support. We build partners’
capacity in the areas of needs assessments,
project planning, gender mainstreaming,
grantwriting, and evaluation.

» NETWORK
BUILDING

As we develop projects with our partners,
we seek to deepen their existing
relationships and build new ones, whether
with local government agencies, NGOs, or
other international funders.

» ASSET

BUILDING

We don’t just provide grants or income,
we also build partners enduring assets to
increase their financial sustainability and
autonomy for years to come.

» INCLUSION
At Minga, we strive to understand diversity
and inequality within our partner communities
and encourage partners to make their work
more inclusive and egalitarian.

www.mingafoundation.org
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L E T TER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Turbulence, focus, and clarity. That’s what 2020 brought us.
The turbulence of 2020 was a challenge for Minga and our partners, but it brought us back to our roots,
underscored the value of Minga’s holistic approach to community-based health and development, and
re-emphasized the need to center inequality and justice in our work.
Minga was formed amid an epidemic in Ecuador when an outbreak of cerebral malaria sparked
community leaders to build their own health services rather than accept the gaps and inadequacies
of the public health system. The coronavirus pandemic has highlighted the same problems of health
inequity and unequal suffering, perhaps most visible now as a patchy vaccine rollout demonstrates
whose lives really “matter.” But the pandemic has also illustrated the power, capacity, and resilience of
marginalized communities. Whether through mutual aid in the Global North, community health workers
in Sub-Saharan Africa, or the community coordination to minimize exposure that we saw with our
partners in Brazil, those who are underserved by state and private health systems have an impressive
ability to respond quickly and effectively for the common good. This grassroots innovation is what we
honor by embracing the name “minga” and what we hope to continue to learn from.
Beyond the pandemic, one of the most important forms of community mobilization in 2020 was the
rising tide of anti-racist protest, which triggered reflection and action in institutions across the United
States. Minga has always seen social justice as central to our health work. In fact, at the end of 2019 and
the beginning of 2020 we were making a major push for gender justice and anti-sexist work through
our collaborations with LUWODEA (whose food security and menstrual hygiene programs have radically
improved women’s social and economic standing) and NAYO (whose award-winning youth-run radio
program brings discussions of health and gender equity to villages across Malawi). But we have not
always given race - and other axes of social division and oppression such as ethnicity, religion, sexuality,
or physical ability - the attention they deserve. We’re grateful to Black Lives Matter for demanding that
we center anti-racism in our work.
As with anti-sexism, we see anti-racism as involving both cultural and economic dimensions - it has to do
with the words we use and the values we display, but also with the way that resources are distributed
and how assets are controlled. In our international and cross-cultural work, both anti-sexism and antiracism also require careful attention to how gender and racial oppression differ from context to context.
And they demand work internal to our organization and externally via our partnerships. We have made
important strides this past year by diversifying our board, using our platform to highlight local-to-global
connections in racial injustice, and learning more about racial hierarchies in our partner communities.
In 2021 we plan to take this further by collaborating with partners to analyze the racial and ethnic
dimensions of their work and by opening a new partnership focused on health inequities in the United
States. It’s been a long year, but we are also fueled with new energy, and ready to tackle the challenges
ahead. We hope you will join us!

Brian Burke
Minga President

www.mingafoundation.org
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2020 PROJECT PARTNERS
LUBENGOA WOMEN’S DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION (LUWODEA), UGANDA
Since 2016, the Minga Foundation has worked
closely with the Lubengoa Women Development
Association (LUWODEA), founded in 2003 by a
group of women seeking to improve economic
opportunities for HIV positive women in rural
Kamuli District of Uganda. The first collaborative
project between Minga and LUWODEA
advanced food security and women’s economic
empowerment by creating a network of 100
female community agricultural workers who
brought organic gardening skills and tools to their
villages. This project reached more than 1000
households, and importantly, doubled the number
of women in the region who owned assets and
increased school attendance by nearly 20%.

Following the country’s phased reopening in June,
LUWODEA was able to return to work at the pad
factory, and thoughtfully redesigned the layout
and hired a health district official to ensure they
were operating safely. We also were notified of an
award from the Circle of Sisterhood to augment
the MHM project, through focusing on education
and keeping young girls in school despite the
stigma associated with menstruation. Though
numerous limitations are still in place, the team
at LUWODEA has been able to creatively work
around them to meet their goals and continue
their efforts towards making accessible, lowcost, reusable pads for women and girls in their
community.

As 2020 began, they were just beginning
operations for their Menstrual Hygiene
Management project, a multi-faceted approach
to addressing reproductive health needs in their
community. They had carried out baseline survey
data collection in 20 schools, purchased sewing
machines and sanitary pad materials, and begun
training women beneficiaries when COVID-19
forced a complete national lockdown in Uganda
and halted their work entirely. With everyone
stuck in their homes with no notice, LUWODEA
reached out to Minga in April to request
emergency assistance in the form of food staples,
soap, and masks for their beneficiaries. Thanks
to our supporters, we were able to raise nearly
$3000 to provide these families with a lifeline
until their strict quarantine was lifted in June.

This year, your support helped LUWODEA make
significant advances:

» Providing critical food and soap for 60 families
during the 2 month lockdown in Uganda

» Establishing sexual and reproductive health

curricula for girls and women in communities and
forming girl’s leadership groups and ambassador
positions to share this information

» Conducting community outreach sessions and
two 30-minute radio sessions sharing menstrual
hygiene information

BY THE NUMBERS

Women beneficiaries
have distributed a total of

2

Nearly

50%
of girls reported missing
school at least once due
to menstruation, and more
than 74% said they did not
feel comfortable changing
menstrual materials at school

pads for free to
vulnerable women and
girls in communities

LUWODEA’s MHM
project has employed
women in pad
production

95

www.mingafoundation.org

LUWODEA taught
1,280 boys and girls in
3 sub counties through
community outlets
and the radio show to
promote, discuss, and
debate menstrual health
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”

”

Menstruation brings shame and fear to
poor girls like me because we can’t afford
a pad monthly. So, I always pretend to
have malaria whenever I get my periods,
so that I stay home but it’s like a double
punishment because I miss class and
fall behind in terms of my academic
performance. I also get punished for
missing school but I really want to study
so that I become a nurse in future.
Namumbya Jackline

WHAT’S NEXT?
While the LUWODEA team met an onslaught
of challenges in 2020, they have continued to
pivot with grace and tenacity to achieve their
goals and ensure their beneficiaries’ needs are
met. The MHM project will continue operating in
2021, transitioning more towards their sales and
sustainable business goals, getting the pads now
aptly named “Nzuri Days” ready to be packaged
and sold.

As Nzuri Days becomes more self-sufficient, we
will work with LUWODEA to turn their attention
back to food security. While they saw many
successes early in our partnership through their
train-the-trainer model and community gardening,
they also identified opportunities for doing things
more efficiently and at a larger scale to reach
more people. We plan to solicit grant funding
to help them bring accessible nutrition to more
people in their communities. They have also
expressed interest in creating better market
access for surplus foods, ensuring an extra stream
of income for these women and their families.

NANCHOLI YOUTH ORGANISATION (NAYO), MALAWI
Since 2016, Minga has partnered with the
Nancholi community in Malawi to improve
access to youth friendly sexual and reproductive
health services. Following successful projects
combating HIV/AIDS and working on gender
equity in the community, NAYO began 2020
developing their Youth Power Radio Program
(YPRP). During focus groups with young people
in the community, boys and girls revealed the
provision of chores given by parents is different
by gender – with much more work given to girls
compared to boys and prioritizing education for
boys more often than girls. To address gendered
disparities like this, NAYO has started a radio
project that trains youth in radio presentation
skills and shares presentations on gender with the
community. NAYO’s goals include having 30% of

youth increase their knowledge of gender gaps,
and further developing the project to attract
sustainable funding.
Though they were also met with many challenges
in 2020 related to the COVID-19 pandemic,
including lockdowns, school closures, and inability
to continue meeting in large groups, the radio
show has continued to grow in popularity. By
the end of 2020, the CEO of Angaliba Radio
station announced YPRP was rated by listeners
as the “most exciting and informative program
on tackling issues related to socioeconomic
development for citizens.” He also awarded
NAYO six months of free broadcast in 2021 to
allow for continuation of the rich content.

www.mingafoundation.org
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Your support of NAYO this year has resulted in the
following achievements:

» More than 1,000 adolescent girls and teen mothers
accessed family planning methods at NAYO’s health
clinic.

» 750 young men and women between 17-24 were
tested for HIV and knew their status because of
encouragement from the radio program.

» NAYO conducted outreach activities with youth,

parents, and chiefs in multiple villages, facilitated youth
clubs and social media clubs, and held discussions
around how COVID-19 issues affect girls.

» Menstruation and COVID-19 care packages were

given to 92 girls and 77 boys in rural areas of Nancholi,
with items including soap, pads, and face masks,
delivered with information about how to protect
themselves from COVID-19 and prevent gender-based
violence.

BY THE NUMBERS
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The Youth Power WhatsApp
forum has 235 (and counting!)
active youth participants ...
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” ”
What I like is how diverse the
topics are. Youth Power Radio
Program has been a mind opener
to me as a young man because I
am now able to advance gender
equality as well as HIV/AIDS
prevention in my community.
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... discussing how different issues
affect them.

Through Youth Power Radio Program, I
have learnt different issues that made me
change my mindset. Now I am working
hard in school which I previously thought
it was boy’s responsibility and women
were supposed to be staying at home to
learn how to be good wives in future.

Richard Mwale

www.mingafoundation.org
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NEXT STEPS
The high demand for youth friendly health
services, and evidence-based information on
sexual and reproductive health topics, as well
as the spirited engagement both on the radio
and in the WhatsApp group has encouraged the
NAYO team to keep the project going. They are
exploring other partnerships with TV stations and
additional radio programs to expand their reach
even further. In addition, the project staff have
cultivated relationships with local authorities to
provide context specific information about

gender-based violence in the community and
how to report it. Finally, they will be initiating a
menstrual hygiene pad production project in the
summer of 2021 to improve girls’ and women’s
access to these essential products and empower
youth with entrepreneurial skills to support a
community-based business. We are so thrilled
with the work NAYO and Minga have done
together over the years, and know that they will
continue to do great things in their community
moving forward, as they transition away from
being a formal partner following the completion
of the YPRP.

ARQVDC/CARRAZEDO, BRAZIL
While Minga has worked with Carrazedo since
2015 on clean water projects, a new era of selfdevelopment began in 2018. With the help
of Minga, the community formalized their first
ever community association, the Association
of the Remaining Quilombos of the District
and Villa of Carrazedo (ARQDVC). Since then,
they’ve been building their capacity, honing their
grantwriting skills, and identifying areas for project
development and additional partners in the
region.
While ARQDVC and their small community in
Carrazedo tried to keep a low profile when the
pandemic started in March, by June the cases
in nearby towns had exploded. With the nearest
health center hours away by boat and car, the
leaders of ARQDVC grew more concerned and
reached out to Minga for emergency assistance.
Because of the support of our network, we were

able to rapidly respond and get them the needed
resources to provide food, cleaning supplies, and
masks for 100 families in the community to last
two months. They even had custom masks made
that featured Minga and our project coordinator
John Ben! This allowed them to continue
sheltering in place and avoiding the busy nearby
towns while case counts were high.
While 2020 was not an active year for projects
for ARQDVC, they reached another great
accomplishment, submitting a grant to the InterAmerican Foundation supporting agroforestry
and development of community enterprises to
improve productivity, health, and food income for
the families. This proposal required exhaustive
work between ARQDVC leadership, the Minga
team, and the community, and we were thrilled
that they were able to submit it.

NEXT STEPS
The pandemic has demonstrated the importance
of food security for many families and cultures
around the world. While we were happy to step
in with emergency assistance this year, a better
long-term strategy is needed to ensure ARQDVC
and the Carrazedo community is resilient and
ready for future disasters – whether small or
large scale. Building on their clean water project,
the ARQDVC leadership is hoping to pilot test
adapting the water distribution network to
process manioc tubers into farinha flour – a staple
of the diet in the region. This would make them
one of the only manioc processing locations using

clean water. If successful, they could use the same
method for processing acai pulp and other foods
grown nearby, reducing the reliance on imported
processed foods, and increasing their nutritional
diversity. This can allow them to be more selfsufficient, diversify their diet, improve their
income, and build the value of conservation in
the community. We are excited for this next year
of working with ARQDVC to build ecologicallysustainable and community-sustaining projects
together that can contribute to food security and
preservation of existing ecosystems.

www.mingafoundation.org
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OUR ORGANIZ ATION
WHO WE ARE
All members of the Board of Directors work as
volunteers to develop the organization, raise
funds, and solicit and manage projects. As a
volunteer organization, we rely upon our donors
as the primary source of support for our projects.
Our goal is to ensure that the majority of the
support we receive from our donors reaches the
people in our partner communities. Therefore, we
strive to keep our administrative expenses as low
as possible. However, we did transition this year to
having a part time executive director for the first
time in Minga’s history. We believe this investment
is essential to more fully supporting our partners
and maintaining relationships with our donors.

As we continue building our assets and
partnerships, we anticipate the vast majority
of our donations will again be directed to our
partners and projects on the ground.

EXISTING MEMBERS

INCOMING MEMBERS (NEW FOR 2021!)

» Brian Burke, President
» Rhianon Liu, Vice-President
» Julie Titus, Treasurer
» Megan Snair, Executive Director
» Karin Friederic
» Jessica Levy
» Erin Lund
» Jennifer Tucker

» Thembi Chithenga
» Brennan Keiser
» Piku Patnaik
» Ryan Shields
» Anna Grace Tribble

With all its many twists and turns, 2020 became
a year of reflection and renewed dedication to
our causes. With that, we were also excited to
recruit a new round of board members, invited
and appointed in December. These five incoming
members bring differences in geographic
background, ethnicity, and expertise, and we
know 2021 will be an exciting and productive year
with them on board. More information on both
our existing and incoming board members can be
found on our website.

VOLUNTEERS

» Mary Kate Cartmill, LUWODEA Partnership Coordinator
» Caitlin Murphy, Web Manager
» John Ben Soileau, Carrazedo Partnership Coordinator
www.mingafoundation.org
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FINANCIALS
HOW MINGA USES YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS

7%
» Fundraising

“Growing Pains”: In the past, partners have
received 100% of individual donations and
the bulk of foundation gifts. However, Minga
is trying to expand our fundraising and
increase our non-monetary contributions to
partners (training, support, etc.). We expect
the percentage of money going to partners
to decline over the next few years while we
are ramping up in these areas, and then to
increase above 85-90% again.

22%
» General Expenses

71%
» Project Support

GROWTH IN MINGA FOUNDATION ASSETS, 2014 - 2020
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238
187

2019

2020

$83
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TOP DONORS

» James & Barbara Hestetune
» Shannon Lyons
» Lillian Friederic
» Nick & Angie Lunde
» Daniel Shearer
» Penny Noyce
» Cynthia Bergstrand
» Klaus Friederic
» Mary Harding
» Eranda Jayawickreme » Kari Suva
» Peter Lunde
» Jessica Wichmann

www.mingafoundation.org
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